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The classical Plancherel’s theorem was generalized by Bochner ([l], 
see also [2, Chapter V]) in the sense of characterizing all the unitary 
operators in L2 of the halfline (0, co). Our purpose here is to give a further 
generalization of that result. Let (X, GZ, p) and (Y, 53, v) be measure 
spaces (X is a set, GZ the o-ring of measurable sets, p the measure, and 
similarly for the second space). We will give a characterization of all the 
isometric operators from LP = D(X, Gl, I”) to Lq = Lq( Y, 39, v). 
In what follows, 6I!, C 67 will denote a fixed fundamental family in D, 
i.e., finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of elements in 
Q!,, are dense in LP, and we will also assume that the elements in @, have 
finite measure. Similarly for g,, C a. In a first step, we will introduce 
the restrictive conditionp < co, q < co. 
DEFINITION. Let 1 < p < co, 1 < q < co. A pair {a, /3}, where 
(Y. = {DL~ 1 B E g,,}, /3 = {PA 1 A E &J will be called a Bochner kernel of 
type ( p, q) when the following conditions hold. 
(i> olg E Lp’(X, 02, p) ( p’ being the conjugate of p) whenever 
B E go , and PA E Lq( Y, 3?, v) whenver A E Cf,,; 
(ii) 11 PA 11: = p(A) for every A E Gf,; 
(iii) if {A$}: C Q!, , p(A( n Aj) = 0, i # j, (Xi}: C R then 
and 
(iv) A E f& , B E go implies JA CQ, dp = SD $ dv. 
We now state and prove the main result. 
THEOREM. There is a 1 : 1 correspondence between the set of isometric 
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operators V: Ip(X, Ul, p) --+ L@( Y, 3’, v) and the set of Bochw hemeLF 
b? PI of VPe (P, 41, g iven in the following way: If f E D and B E S?$, , then 
Moreover, if g E LQ’ (q’ conjugate of q), then 
V* being the adjoint of V. 
Proof. Let V:D +Lq be isometric. For each A EO&, , B ~k%~, 
define fiA = Vx” , olg = V*xB , xA being the characteristic function of A, 
and similarly for B. 
Clearly, (i) is satisfied, and we have, denoting by ( , ) the inner product, 
j-, Vf dv = (Vf, XB) = (f, V*x,) = (f, 4 = SfGdp, 
s, V*g dp = (V*g> xdg, VXA) = (g, PA) = j- d dv. 
Moreover, V being isometric, we have 
showing (ii), 
On the other hand, V is linear (being isometric), and hence 
and if the Ai’s are disjoint, the above is equal to 
i I Ai IP II XA* 11; = i I Ai I” I44 = i I Ai I” II PA‘ 11: 
1 1 1 
giving (iii). 
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Lastly, (iv) follows from 
In the way so described, we have assigned to each isometric V a 
Bochner kernel {a:, ,631, and the correspondence is clearly injective. It 
remains to show that it is onto. 
So, for each Bochner kernel {a, @) of type ( p, 4) and each A E a,, 
define VxA = jgA . Hence, by (ii), it is 
II VX.4 I/Q = II PA I/@ = MwP = II XA II9 
showing that the V so defined is isometric on the xA’s. 
Now we extend V linearly to linear combinations. Then, if {A$ C cpl, 
are disjoint, we get, using the above and (iii), 
showing isometry on linear combinations of characteristic functions of 
disjoint elements in IPI, . Since 91, is fundamental, V extends isometrically 
to LP. 
Moreover, by (iv), 
(Vx‘4 9 XB) = (Xa P %A 
and this equality extends by linearity and density to every f E LP, giving 
(Vf, x4 = (f, 01g), i.e., f, Vf dv = j-f&dp. 
To prove the last assertion in the theorem, observe that 
implying 
v*xe 9 XA) = (xi3 3 Vx.4) = (XB , PA), 
(v*& XA) = (g, PA) 
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for every g E Lq’, i.e., 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an easy consequence, we could mention here the fact that if p > Q, 
then there are no positive isometric operators D + Lq. In fact, V 
positive isometric implies (Ye > 0, so by (iv) we get /3A > 0. Hence 
and therefore 
last inequality because p > 4. This contradicts (iii), proving the claim. 
It is not difficult to remove the restrictions p < co, 4 < co, with a 
straightforward reinterpretation in the definition of Bochner kernel. In 
fact: 
If p = 00, then in (i) L@ has to be replaced by the dual of Lm, the 
equality in (ii) by ]I /3A ]I, = 1, the equality in (iii) by 1) 2 @?A: Ilq = 
max 1 X, I, and the equality in (iv) by 
With these changes the theorem hold with obvious modifications. 
J f&, dv has to be replaced by J f d&, when p = co, and if either p = 03, 
or p = co, the equality about the adjoint operator has to be replaced by 
w*g, X,4) = (& PAI. 
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